Machinimafest 2010 Program

April 30, 2010 - 3:15 - 5 pm
Katherine W. and Ezekiel Dumke Jr. Auditorium,
Utah Museum of Fine Arts, Marcia and John Price Museum Building,
At the University of Utah.

• Introduction – Bob Kessler
• Special screening: Everyday Apocalypse – An ordinary office worker in an extraordinary situation (not in competition).
  Alex Haworth, Chris Ginzton, Lonny Dannler, Davey Davis,
  Conor Rickman, Stewart Ford, Brad Olsen, Nicholas Pope,
  Rielly Maxfield, Jon Davies, Jeff Knapp
• 3D Computer Animation Shorts – from Spring 2010 Computer Animation II taught by Professor Lien Fan Shen

### Competition Films

- **AIR** – Zach Adams, Jason Butcher, Weiyun Dai, Tommy Dao
  heuang, Eric Fish, Michael Goleniewski, Adam Hartvigsen, Wes Simon, Cal Smith
- **The Cask of Amontillado** – James Bowman, Petro Gretchanei,
  Seamus Houchins-Conner, Dustin Marks, Denis Vlasov
- **The Darkened Room** – Ryan Beshad, Andrew Bowles, Keeyon
  Ebrahimi, Landon Mann, Colby Paul, Brandon Rees, Kashif Samuel
- **Holo-Life** – Wilson Bateman, Mike Bradley, Ryan Clark, Dan
  Parker, Becky Pennock, Matt Smith, Nathan Swenson,
  Jason Thummel
- **Just Another Hero Story** – Garrett Allen, Trevor Andersen,
  Nathan Bradford, Troy Briggs, Nick Hamberlin, Tera Lockhart,
  Michelle Macart, Tyler Robinson, Apple So
- **The Myth of Iris** – Jon Davies, Alex Haworth, Jeff Knapp,
  Stephen Lu, Rielly Maxfield, Justin Parnell, Nick Pope, Wyatt
  Tigert
- **TransOrbis** – AJ Ardovino, Cristine Baggerly, Russ Bloomdale,
  Kyle Chittenden, Leif Johnson, Angelique Wray
- **Unfortunate Rescue** – Nick Rasband, Sarah Ripley, Pace Sims,
  Kevin Smith, Will Thammavong, Ben Turner

Jury – Martin Berzins (School of Computing), Kevin Hanson (Division of Film Studies), Kris Johnson (Smart Bomb Interactive), John-Paul Ownby (Disney Interactive), Virginia Pearce (Sundance Institute)

Sponsored by: Department of Film and Media Arts, Entertainment Arts and Engineering (EAE), Students’ Museum Advisory Council (SMAC), and School of Computing.

Thank you for sponsors providing prizes: